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We show that there exists a tensor product decomposition, analogous to that 
of the Takesaki-Takai duality theorem, for the imprimitivity algebras which 
arise in the theory of induced representations of twisted covariance algebras 
and derive consequences for the structure of group C*-algebras and trans- 
formation group C*-algebras. Our methods also yield information about 
inducing cocycle representations of transformation groups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for the present paper was the observation that there is a 
close relation between Mackey’s imprimitivity theorem [9] in the theory of 
(unitary) representations of locally compact groups and Takesaki’s duality 
theorem [21, Theorem 4.51 in the theory of crossed products of von Neumann 
algebras: both theorems reduce, in special cases, to (slightly different formula- 
tions of) the classical Stone-von Neumann theorem classifying representations 
of a locally compact Abelian group and its dual group which satisfy the “Weyl 
commutation relations.” The viewpoints differ, however, in that Mackey’s 
result is an assertion about representations, while Takesaki’s is concerned 
with the structure of a certain algebra of operators. We will prove here a result 
analogous to Takesaki’s concerning the structure of a C*-algebra (the “imprimi- 
tivity algebra”) associated to the systems of imprimitivity that arise in (a 
generalization of) Mackey’s theory. This turns out to have a number of 
interesting consequences, on the one hand for the structure of certain group 
C*-algebras, and on the other for the structure of certain transformation 
group C*-algebras which arise in ergodic theory. As a by-product of our 
methods we obtain information concerning relations between cocycle repre- 
sentations of transformation groups and the inducing process. 
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In greater detail, our results are the following: 
Let (G, A, T) be a “twisted covariant system” in the sense of [6]; i.e., G 
is a locally compact group acting continuously by *-automorphisms on the 
C*-algebra A, and 7 is a homomorphism of a closed invariant subgroup :1-; 
of G into the unitary group of the multiplier algebra of A which satisfies certain 
axioms with respect to the G-action on A. (See [6, p. 1961 for the precise 
definition.) Covariant T-preserving representations of (G, I-1, 7) (i.e., pairs 
(l’, M) where I/ is a unitary representation of G, M a “-representation of :-1 
such that I-(s) M(a) V(S+) = M(%z) and E’(n) = :%2(7(n)) for s E G, at .-J. 
IZ t X7) are in I-l correspondence, via the “integrated form” construction, 
with V-representations of the twisted covariance algebra C*(G, -iz, Tj (cf. 
[6, Sect. 11 for definitions and proofs). Let H be a closed subgroup of G con- 
taining -\-, ; then it was shown in [6, Sect. 21 that the process of inducing repre- 
sentations of (H, i-2, T) up to (G, A, T) g ives rise to a “strong Morita equivalence” 
(in the sense of [16, Definition 1.11) between C*(H, .4, T) and the imprimitivit! 
algebra C*(G, A @ C,(G/H), 9) ( w ere h @ denotes the Ck-algebra tensor 
product, C,(G/H) is the C*-algebra of continuous complex-valued functions 
on G/H which vanish at cc, A @ C,(G/H) carries the diagonal G-action, 
and s(n) - r(n) @ 1 for n E AT7 = N+). This is the “imprimitivity theorem’! 
for induced representations of twisted covariance algebras. 1Ve suppose for the 
remainder of the introduction that there is a “measurable cross section” for- 
G/H in G-i.e., a map 01: G/H - G which is measurable (in the sense of 
[2, Definition ITr.5.1]) f  or a (henceforth fixed) G-quasi-invariant measure 
p on GiH, satisfies a(sH) E sH for all s E G, and takes relatively compact sets 
in G/H to relatively compact sets in G. (It is well-known that such an 01 exists 
if G is second countable, for example.) In Section 2 we prove that in this situation 
one mav strengthen the imprimitivitv theorem as follows: there is an iso- 
morphism (depending on a) of C*(G; A (8 C,(G/H), i) with C”(H, d, T) I’~, 
X(L2(G/H)), where X(L2(G/H)) is the C*-algebra of compact operators on 
L’(GIH, p), which respects the inducing process in the sense that for any 
*-representation L of C*(H, A, 7) th e induced representation of C”(G, =1 (1 
C,(GjH), ;) corresponds to the tensor product representation L @ Identity of 
C*(H, L4, z-) @ X(Lz(G/H)) on &$ @ L2(G/H) (where *I2 is the underlying 
Hilbert space of L). This tensor product decomposition of the imprimitivit! 
algebra arises from a tensor product decomposition, of some interest in itself, 
of the “imprimitivity bimodule” (as defined in [I 5, 6.101) for the inducing 
process. 
Kate that when H = (e) there exists a unique measurable cross section 
and we obtain (taking 7 trivial) a canonical decomposition of the covariance 
algebra 
C*(G, A @ C,(G)) gg -4 (3 .Y(L’(G)). 
I f  in addition G is Abelian, C*(G, iz @) C,(G)) is isomorphic to the “dual 
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.crossed product algebra” of [19, p. 311, so we get, in this special case, Takai’s 
C*-algebra version [19, Theorem 3.41 of the Takesaki theorem. (See also [7], 
where a related result for non-Abelian G is proved.) 
The main theorem of Section 2 is the following generalization of the 
strengthened imprimitivity theorem, which results from combining it with 
the “Mackey machine” of [6, Section 41: 
THEOREM 2.13(i). Let r be a continuous G-eqtiivariant map of the primitive 
ideal space Prim A onto G/H. Let I = npe,+(ieH)) P. Then 
C*(G, A, 7) g C*(H, A/I, #) @ X(L*(G/H)) 
(the isomorphism depending on the cross section a). 
ln Section 3 we apply this theorem to the structure of group C*-algebras. 
Our first result here is a “structure-theoretic” version of the Mackey normal 
subgroup analysis [lo], giving information about the structure of C*(G) when 
G has a regularly embedded normal subgroup. To explain the second result 
we recall that Moore and Rosenberg, building on Pukanszky’s work in [14], 
have shown in [13, Theorem I] that when G is connected, each point in Prim G 
(=Prim C*(G)) is locally closed; this implies that for each P E Prim G there 
is a unique smallest ideal Q of C*(G) which properly contains P, and the 
factor representations of C*(G) with kernel P are in natural one-to-one 
correspondence with the factor representations of the simple C*-algebra Q/P. 
Hence it is of interest to determine the structure of Q/P. We show, as a con- 
sequence of the structure-theoretic Mackey machine, together with the approach 
to the Moore-Rosenberg-Pukanszky results given in [6, Section 71, that when 
Q/P is not a finite-dimensional matrix algebra it is stable in the sense that 
it is isomorphic to its tensor product with the algebra of compact operators 
on a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Since stable algebras never 
have finite factor representation, this implies (and in some sense “explains”) 
the ciassical result of Kadison and Singer [SJ that connected locally compact 
groups never have factor representations of Type II, . 
Let (G, X) be a (locally compact) transformation group; the transformation 
group C*-algebra C*(G, X) is defined to be C*(G, C,(X)), where G acts 
on C,JX) by left translation of functions. In Section 4 we investigate the con- 
sequences for transformation group C*-algebras of our main theorem. Among 
these is the fact that if (H, Y) is a transformation group, and (G, X) the 
“PoincarC suspension” of (H, Y) (so X = G xH Y; when H = Z and G = R, 
(G, X) is the “flow built under a constant function on Y”), then 
C*(G, X) gg C*(H, Y) @ X(L’(G/H)). 
We also investigate in some detail the relation between the inducing process 
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and the description of representations of transformation group algebras in 
terms of “cocycles,” deriving generalizations of the main result of [l] and 
of a duality theorem of Zimmer [23, Theorem 4.11. 
We assume some familiarity with the first few sections of [6], although 
for the reader’s convenience we repeat several formulas and results from that 
paper. 
Z, R, C, and T denote the integers, reals, complexes, and unit circle in C, 
rcspectivcly. @) always denotes the ordinary algebraic tensor product over C, 
unless both factors are C*-algebras (resp. Hilbert spaces) in which case it 
denotes the maximal C”-algebra tensor product [IS, Section 1.221 (resp. 
Hilbert space tensor product). “Representation” means “strongly continuous 
unitary representation” when referring to a group, and ““-representation” 
when referring to a C*-algebra. Ends of proofs are denoted hy 
2. THE X’IAIK THEOREMS 
As in the introduction, (G, A, T) denotes a twisted covariant system (the 
“twisting map” 7 will be irrelevant for awhile). The action of G on .-2 is written 
(s, n) ~+ ‘a. H is a closed subgroup of G such that there exists a measurable 
cross section a for G/H in G; we will sometimes write 01(s) for ol(sH), thus 
regarding cy as a function from G into itself. (The decompositions constructed 
later all depend on the choice of a.) For each compact subset IS of G and positive 
integer M, let gM,,(G, A) be the space of (equivalence classes with respect 
to left Haar measure A, of) X,-measurable A-valued functions on G having 
(a representative with) support contained in K and image contained in the 
ball of radius M around 0. We give .%’ M,K(G, -4) the topology defined by tht 
followin,g metric Y: 
I,et ,/A == .&,(G, A) denote the union of all d,,,(G, A) (as M and K vary). 
equipped with the inductive limit topology. It is easy to see (from [2, Theorem 
IT7.5.5 and Definition IV.3.21) that the subspace C,(G, A) of continuous com- 
pactly supported functions is dense in B. 
We give C,(H, A) the normed *-algebra structure defined b! 
f*(t) =: f(t-I)*; 11.f = i .fpjm o;;=(t) d,(f), . H 
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where d, is the modular function of H. (As in [6, Sect. l] we are regarding 
elements of C,(H, A) as weights against the “symmetric” Haar measure 
A-112 ,) 
H H , instead of h, , in order to simplify certain formulas.) 
There is an action of C,(H, A) on the right of a given by 
W(s) = j, 44 “W-Y &W (~~~,~EC,(H,~,~~G) 
and a 9Y,(H, J-valued inner product on g given by 
(x3 r>(t) = j. s(4-1))* “(r(s-lt)) &N (x, y E 27, t E H). 
It is easily checked that the operators x ++ xf are continuous (with respect 
to the previously defined topology on a’) and that ( , ) is continuous from 
a x g to L#:,(H, A) when the latter space is endowed with the strongest 
topology whose restriction to each gM,b is the essential sup norm topology. 
From this and the fact that C,(G, A) is dense in g it follows that the range 
of ( , ) is actually contained in C,(H, A) (the latter space being closed in 
BJH, K)), and furthermore (from [6, Sect. 21 and the density of C,(G, A) in 9’) 
that g is in fact a “right-C,(H, A)-rigged space” in the sense of [15, Defini- 
tion 2.81. Let 2 denote the right-C*(H, A)-rigged space obtained (as described 
in [17, Sect. 31) by completing &? in the norm [I x Ij = 11(x, x)l/ijz (the norm 
on the right now being the C*-norm of C,.(H, A)). Since C,(G, A) is dense 
in 2, Z coincides with the bimodule X of [6, p. 2041. 
We first obtain a tensor product decomposition of Z; this will give rise to a 
decomposition of the “imprimitivity algebra” [15, Definition 6.41 of Z, which 
is just C*(G, C,(G/H) @ A) (cf. [6, Sect. 21). Observe first that the functions 
and 
1: G + R+, s t* A HW)) AGW 
are X, measurable, since 01 is. Furthermore I satisfies Z(st) = Z(s) A,(t) A;‘(t) 
(forsEG,tEH)soby[2,L emmas VII.2.4 and VII.2.5, and Proposition VII.2.91 
there is a G-quasi-invariant measure p on G/H such that 
(2.1) 
for all A-valued Bochner integrable functions f  on G. Let g’,(G/H) denote 
the space of p-equivalence classes of bounded p-measurable complex-valued 
functions on G/H of compact support. We define a linear map 
T = T,: .%Y’,(H, A) &I a’,(G/H) - g!,(G> A) 
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(2.2) 
LEMMA 2.3. The range of T is dense. 
Proof. It is enough to show that the closure of the range of T contains 
C,(G, A). Let K be the support of a given function f E C,(G, -4). Given E .k 0, 
by [2, Proposition IV.5.11 we can find a compact subset K,, of K such that 
&,(K\K,J < E and 01 lKO is continuous. Since 01 is constant on H cosets, it is 
actually continuous on K,,H, hence so is /3. For each Y  E K,, , define f,. E C&H, .4) 
by jr(t) ==- “‘T’-tf(c+)t). Th en T(f, @ xKOH)(s) := f(s) for s E rH where xKoH 
denotes the characteristic function of K,,H. By continuity of fr and f  wt: can 
find an open neighborhood 9, of r in G, with cr .-= C’,H, such that I’ T(f, 55, 
xKOH)(s) - f  (s)il < E for s E 0, n K,H. Hence by compactness of K,) we may 
choose a measurable partition K,H =: K,H U ... U Z&H and elements Y, E K; 
such that ~1 T(xF=, fr, @ xKSH)(s) - f  (s)ii < E for s E K,,H. Since E is arbitrary 
it follows easily that f  lies in the closure of the range of 7’. 
Xow give .%,(H, A) @ 9YJG/H) the right-C,(H, J-action arising from right 
convolution on the left hand factor, and the C,(H, d)-valued inner product 
defined b! 
(fi Q g, > fi 0 g,;, .- (.r^, H glga dw) f: . .f; . 
It is easily checked that with these operations B’,.(H, A) @J d,(G, H) is a right- 
C,.(H, =1)-rigged space. Let I7 denote the C*(N, A)-rigged space obtained by 
completing it. 
THEOREM 2.4. For each measurable cross section TV, T, extends to an iso- 
morphism of I7 onto Z. 
Proof. Since it is easy to see that T intertwines the right-C,(H, A)-actions, 
it is enough to show that it preserves the inner products. We have 
: JG “(“s-1!fl(/3(s-1)) g,(s-lH))* “(“‘“-‘t!fe(8(s-1t)) g,(s+tH)) d&(s) 
I ,S,Wf)g,W) “‘)-‘(fi(B(s))* fi(lS(st))) k?(P(s)) i(s) d&(s) .G 
= = .r, ,I, ‘Al g,(sH) .r, cs(s’“‘-‘(fi(B(s)~)*f~(~(s) ut)) O;;‘(p(s)u) dh,(u) dp(sH) 
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where the second equality is obtained by substituting s-l for s, the third by 
using (2.1), and the fourth by substituting /3(s)-’ u-l for u. 11; 
Remark 2.5. Let L be a *-representation of B = C*(H, A) on a Hilbert 
space ZL . Give 2 0 XL the preinner product 
the action of C*(G, A) on 2 @ ZL by left multiplication on 2 extends to 
give a * -representation called (as in [6, Sect. 21) the “induced representation,” 
IndL, of C*(G, A), on the Hilbert completion, 2, of 2 @ flL . We can use 
the above theorem to give an alternate description (closer in spirit to that 
of [20]) of this representation, more useful in certain contexts (cf. e.g., Section 4): 
By the theorem &’ is isomorphic to the completion of Y @ &, (equipped 
with a similarly defined inner product). Since the Hilbert completion of 
$A?‘,(H, A) @ ZL is isomorphic to &, (via the map b @ f  H L(b)t), and Y 
contains a dense subspace of the form 98’,(G/H) @ a’,(H, A), it follows that 
the completion of Y @ &L is isomorphic to that of gc(G/H) @ &, , which 
is just the Hilbert space L*(G/H, s$) o e f  q uivalence classes of square integrable 
sL-valued functions on G/H (taken with respect to the quasi-invariant mea- 
sure CL). Thus Z g L*(G/H, XL). Let Jo denote the map of ac(G/H) @ 
Z@‘,(H, A) @ yt”L into L’(G/H, ZL). N ow consider the dense subspace 
aa(G, A) @ xF~ of Z @ ZL . We define a map Jr from it into L*(G/H, XL) by 
Jdf 0 5)W) = -Ws)5 = lH MP-%a(+)) v,(t) Ai?(t)[ dh,(t) 
(wheref, is the element of gc(H, A) given byfs(t) = *(“)-tf(a(s)t), and (V, , ML) 
is the covariant representation of (H, A) corresponding to L). One easily checks 
that Jr o (T, @ Id) = J,, . It follows, either from a continuity argument (using 
the facts that J,, is an isometry, T, preserves C,(H, A)-valued inner products, 
and range T, is dense) or by direct calculation, that Jr is an isometry onto 
its image, which is dense in L*(G/H, XL); thus Jr extends to an isomorphism 
of .# onto L2(G/H, sL). The actions of G, A, and C&G/H) on X arise from 
those on gc(G, A), which are given by (cf. [6, p. 2001) 
(Y-)(S) = O’,/“(Y) Tf(r-ls) r, s E G, a E A 
(am = a4 
I 
4 E Cm(GIH) 
W)(s) = ~+ff)fN fe g’,(G, 4. 
We compute what these actions are transported to on L2(G/H, tiL) by Jr: 
Given Y, s E G, let A,,, = a(s)-i ror(r%); note that /3(s)-’ A,,$(~-4) = 
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~-‘YY~-‘s = e, so A,.,,s = /3(s)fl(rrls)-I E H. TVe have, for [ F Jy;. and 
Y.SEG 
j&f 8%) [ (sH) = J; O’,/“(r) ML(L(S) “f(r-la(+)) l-,(t) 0;’ ‘(t)[ d,(t) 
= Ll(y2(Y) d;;12(A,,,) c-&4,,,) Jl(f :$ ()(rTlsH). 
Therefore the G-action on L’(G/H, 2,) is given b! 
(rg)(sH) == @(Y) O;;““(fi(s) /?(+s)-‘) c’&-l,,,) g(+sN). (2.6) 
Similar (but easier) calculations show that the H and C,(G,‘H) actions are 
given h! 
(ug)(sH) = M,(“(“)m’a)(g(sH)) (a t A4) 
(WV4 = $W) g(W (# t C,(G HI). 
(2.7) 
The induced representation of C”(G, A) may then be equivalently defined 
as the integrated form of the above G and ,4 actions on Lr(G,IH, Az$). 
M-r now derive several consequences of Theorem 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.8. C*(G, C,(G/H) @ A) is isomorphic, to C*(H, .4) :: I 
.X(L”(G/H, y)). 
Proqf. The completion of the C&H, A)-rigged space .d,.(H, -4) is just 
C*(H, -4) and the imprimitivity algebra of this space is also C*(H, A) (cf. 
[15, Example 6.71). The imprimitivity algebra of the completion L”(G;‘H) of the 
C-rigged space Br(G/H) is X(L”(G,/H)). It f  o 11 ows easily that the imprimitivit!. 
algebra of Y is isomorphic to C*(H, A) 8% .X(L”(G~N)). On the other hand 
the imprimitivity algebra of 2 is C*(G, C,(G/H) 0 A) (by [6, Proposition 31). 
Since I- and Z are isomorphic so are their imprimitivity algebras. 
LYe emphasize that the isomorphism depends on the choice of the measurable 
cross section N. When H = (e), a exists and is unique, and we obtain 
(‘OROLLARY 2.9. C*(G, C,(G)@A) : t lc na urally isomorphic to iz (;j, *(L’(G)). 
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It was shown in [S, Proposition 301 that when G is Abelian C*(G, C,(G) @ A) 
is naturally isomorphic to the dual cross-product algebra C*(G, C*(G, A)) 
considered by Takai in [19], so the above corollary implies Takai’s duality 
theorem [19, Theorem 3.41 in this case. For noncommutative G a generalization 
of the Takai theorem closely related to the above corollary has been obtained 
in [7]. 
If we take A = C in Corollary 2.8, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.10. 
C*(G, C,(G/H)) g C*(H) @ S-(L2(G/H)). 
Z?emark 2.11. For applications it is convenient to extend the above results 
somewhat. Recall that by [17, Theorem 3.21 if we are given a (complete) 
imprimitivity bimodule X between two C*-algebras E and B, there are natural 
l-l correspondences between the set of (closed two-sided) ideals of B, the 
set of closed E-B submodules of X, and the set of ideals of E. If I is an ideal 
of B, the corresponding submodule of X is X1, while the corresponding ideal J 
of E is naturally isomorphic to the imprimitivity algebra of the I-rigged space 
XI, furthermore E/J is isomorphic to the imprimitivity algebra of the B/I-rigged 
space X/XI. 
Now if 1r and I, are ideals of C*(H, A) with 1, _C 1, , it is easy to see that the 
1,/I,-rigged space Y1J Y1r is isomorphic to (the completion of) Is/i, @ L2(G/H), 
which has the imprimitivity algebra 1a/1, @ S(S(G/H)). Hence by the theorem, 
if Jz and Jl are the ideals of C*(G, C&G/H) @ A) corresponding to I, and 1, 
(via Z), we again obtain a tensor product decomposition 
We apply this observation first to obtain a generalization of Corollary 2.8 
to the twisted covariant system (G, A, T). Recall from [6, p. 1961 that C*(G, A, T) 
is (by definition) the quotient of C*(G, A) by a certain ideal 1, . If H contains 
iV, , we may induce representations of C*(H, A, T) up to C*(G, A, 7). It 
follows from [6, Corollary 5] that the ideal of C*(G, A @ C,(G/H)) corre- 
sponding to 1,~ C*(H, A, T) is just Ii . So by the above remark we have 
COROLLARY 2.12. 
C*(G, C,(G/H) 0 A, +) g C*(H, A, T) 0 X(L2(G/H)). 
THEOREM 2.13. Let ST be a continuous G-equivariant map of the primitive 
ideal space Prim A onto G/H. Let I be the intersection of those primitive ideals 
of A which lie in a+(eH). Then 
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(i) C”(G, A, T) E C*(H, A/I, ~~1’) @ X‘(L’(G/H)). (Here T ’ ’ is the 
composition of T with the natural homomorphism of the multiplier algebra of- .-I 
into that of A/I.) 
(ii) I f  in addition rr is injective, and if the action of H on the (simple) algebra 
z4!I is generalized inner (cf. [6, p. 2181; th is is automatic if A is Type I, b~l [6, 
Remark. p. 2201, in which case A/I z X(S) for some X’), then 
C*(G, A, T) s C*(H’, C, 7.‘) @ .4/I “;i .X(L”(G/H)) 
where (H’, C, T’) is the “Mackey system” ([6, p. 2191) associated to (H. .l!I, T.I ‘) 
(so that T’ is an isomorphism of NT, onto T, and fF!n?,f -z H,iA’,). 
Proof. By [6, Theorem 171 C*(G, A, ) . 7 is isomorphic to the imprimitivit!, 
algebra of the C*(H, A/I, +/I)-rigged space XT/X7C”(H, I, T’) (where -X7 
rU/X1r). Hence the assertion of part (i) follows from Remark 2.1 I. 
Under the hypotheses of (ii), C*(H, i2/I, + “) decomposes (by [6, ‘I’heo- 
rem 181) naturally as the tensor product C*(H’, C, 7’) @ .-1’1 and the assertion 
of (ii) follows. ‘; 
The above theorem includes Corollary 2.12 as a special case (take .-I in the 
theorem to be C,(G/H) @I A, and v  the obvious map of Prim(C,(G/H) (3 *-I) 
onto G/H. It is the more useful result for applications. as we will see in Sections 3 
and 4. 
Sate that the isomorphism S of (i) “respects the inducing process,” in 
the sense that if L is a representation of C*(H, A/I, V’ ‘I), then Ind L is trans- 
ported via S to the tensor product representation L $1 Id on & @LL”(G/H). 
(This is a consequence of the fact that S results from an isomorphism of the 
imprimitivity bimodules used in the inducing process.) 
Remark 2.14. The scope of the preceding theorem may be extended somc- 
what as follows. Recall that to each open subset e of Prim -4 there corresponds 
an ideal I = 1c of A with the property that Prim 1 is naturally homeomorphic 
to p, and Prim A/I to Prim A\O. Furthermore c’ t-+ I, is an isomorphism 
between the lattice of open subsets of Prim A and the lattice of ideals of A3. 
To each locally closed subset % of Prim d we associate the subquotient 1,//i 
of A, where 1i and I, are the ideals corresponding to c’, =: Prim A $5 and to 
I’, mx Cri u %, respectively. Then Prim I,jI, is homeomorphic to %. Sow if 
% is in addition G-invariant, so are 1, and Ii , and the subquotient C*(G, 1, , T’S); 
C*(G, 1, ~‘1) of C*(G, A, T) is naturally isomorphic to C‘“(G, 1~1~ , ~12 II); the 
locally closed subset of Prim C*(G, A, T) corresponding to this subquotient 
consists of all primitive ideals whose restrictions to ,-2 “live on” ‘6 (cf. [6, proof 
of Proposition 20, and Definition, p. 2211). F rc xq uently the hypotheses of the 
theorem will apply to such a subquotient, even if not to the whole algebra. 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO GROUP C*-ALGEBRAS 
Let G be a second countable locally compact group and N a closed normal 
subgroup. By [6, Corollary to Proposition l] there is a natural action of G 
on the group C-algebra C*(N), together with a twisting map V” such that 
N,,v = N and C*(G, C*(N), T”) g C*(G). Suppose that N is Type I, and 
“regularly embedded” in G in the sense that every G-orbit in the space m 
of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of N is locally closed 
(in the Fell topology). (For conditions equivalent to this, see [5].) Let n E N. 
It follows from Remark 2.14 that the subset of G (zC*(G)^) consisting of 
(classes of) irreducible representations whose restrictions to N live on the 
orbit Gn is locally closed and corresponds to a subquotient B = I,/I, of C*(G). 
Since G is second countable, there is a measurable cross section for G/G, 
in G (where G, is the stabilizer in G of r). Furthermore, standard Baire category 
arguments imply that sG, H ST is a homeomorphism of G/G,, onto Gr, and so 
Theorem 2.13 and Remark 2.14 imply 
THEOREM 3.1. The subquotient 12/11 of C*(G) which corresponds to the 
locally closed subset of G consisting of representations whose restrictions to N 
live on GTT is isomorphic to C*(GL , C, T’) @ Z(Hz) @ X’(E(G/H)), where 
Gi z’s the central extension of T by GJN determined by the inverse of the &lackey 
obstruction cocycle at Z-, and T’ is the identity map on T. 
Remark 3.2. Since tensoring with a copy of the compact operators does 
not affect the primitive ideal space (or dual space), this result implies Dixmier’s 
bicontinuity results for the Mackey machine ([4]). [II 
We now turn to a proof of the fact, mentioned in the introduction, that 
the simple subquotients of the C*-algebra of a connected locally compact 
group G are either stable or finite dimensional. (The reader is assumed to be 
familiar with the proofs of [6, Theorem 37 and Corollary 391.) By a result 
of Moore ([ 12, Proposition 2.21) we may as well take G to be a simply connected 
Lie group. Let P E Prim G, and let N denote the commutator subgroup of G, 
and G a “locally algebraic hull” for G (cf. the proof of [6, Corollary 391). There 
is a locally closed G orbit %? in Prim N on which the restriction of P to N lives. 
Furthermore (in the notation of the proof of [6, Theorem 371) there is a strictly 
increasing sequence Ho C Hi C ... C H, = G of subgroups of G, with HO 
the common stabilizer of points in ‘%, such that if gj denotes the locally closed 
subset of Prim Hj consisting of points whose restrictions to N live on %‘, then 
for each j = O,..., n - 1, Hj,,/Hj acts freely on gj, and either H, is open 
in Hj+l , or each Hi,., orbit in gj is locally closed. Suppose n > 1; then since 
G is connected, the second possibility must be the one that holds forj = n - 1. 
By applying Theorem 2.13(i) to the subquotient C*(G, A, +) of C*(G) s 
C*(G, C*(H+,), +n- 1)) where A is the subquotient of C*(H,_,) corresponding 
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to the locally closed G-orbit 3 of 8,-, over which P lives, WC‘ xc that 
C*(G, Ld, 7-4) has a tensor factor isomorphic to .Y’(L’(G/I5+,)) and SO is stable; 
but this subquotient C*(G, A, T”) is exactly the simple subquotient 0’1’ 
corresponding to P (since by the EH-regularity assertion of [6, Theorem 371 
I-’ is the unique primitive ideal of C*(G) which 1. ices over 9). Thus the desired 
result follows when n 3 1. When n = 0, ererl- point of % is stabilized by G, 
so P lives over some point J of ‘6. Let =2 denote the corresponding simple 
subquotient of (the Type I algebra) C”(N); th en Q/P is isomorphic to a sub- 
quotient of the subquotient C”(G, ,3, 7,‘) of C’“(G), and so (b!- ‘fhcorcnl 
2.13(ii), with H -J- G-this applies here since ,-I is Type I) to a subquotient 
of C”(G’, C, 7’) @ fl. The latter algebra is Type I since G’ is >I connected 
nilpotent group (G/N being Abelian) and C’(G’, C, 7’) is a quotient of c’-(G’!. 
Since ever\- simple subquotient of a Type I (‘;-algebra is isomorphic either 
to a matrix algebra or to the algebra of compact operators on an intinitc- 
dimensional Hilbert space, the result follows in this case as quell. ‘I’hcr&rc 
we have proved 
r~HEoREM 3.3. For every connected locally compuct group G, and r~r.\’ 
1 E Prim G, the simple subquotient Q/P of C*(G) (where Q r)hPrirn6.hr 1) 
is either stable or a Jinite-dimensional matrix alzebra. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO TRANSFORMATION CROUP ('~'-.~s;ERR.~~ 
z%s in Section 2 we assume that G is a locally compact group and is a closed 
subgroup such that there exists a measurable cross section a for GH in G. 
Let (G, -?i) be a (jointly continuous) transformation group with .Y locally 
compact Hausdorff; we write the action of G on X as (s, x) L+ xx. If  we appl! 
Theorem 2.13 with A = C,(X) ( an T d t rivial) we obtain the following assertion 
about transformation group algebras: 
'I'HEOREN 4. I. Let x be a continuous G-equivariant map of S onto G If. 
and let I- .- x-l(eH). Each measurable cross section .for G/H in G ,yives rise 
to an isomorphism 
C*(G, X) z C*(H, Y) /$ .%“(V(G’H)). 
Before going into some consequences of this result we want to csatninc 
in greater detail the inducing process for transformation group C’-algebras. 
Specifically, given transformation groups (G, X) and (N, I-) satisfying the 
conditions of Theoretn 4.1, we wish to be able to describe more preciscl>- 
how the process of inducing representations of C”(H, I-) up to (‘,“(G, I\ ) 
can be viewed in terms of the classification of representations of transformation 
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group algebras by means of cocycles. We first recall the basic facts about the 
latter classification (cf. [22, p. 27, and Chap. 91): 
Let (G, X) be a second countable, locally compact transformation group. 
A (G, X)-cocycle consists of a pv-measurable function y: G x X + 4(xy) 
(where pv is a G-quasi-invariant measure on X, and %(xy) is the unitary group, 
with the Bore1 structure induced by the strong topology, of a separable Hilbert 
space sy) satisfying 
r(e, 4 = 1 
Y(4 x’) = Y(S, tx) Y(4 x> 
for pL,-a.e. x E X. 
for h x X x pv-a.e. (s, t, x) E G x G x X. (4.2) 
The * -representation L, of C*(G, X) associated with y  is the integrated form 
of the covariant representation (V, , M,) of (G, C,(X)) on L”(X, %y , py) 
defined by 
(~,Wf)(x) = (Psy(4)1’2 Y(St S-lX)ftS-‘x), 
where p,y(x) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative &,(s+x)/&,(x), and 
(4.3) 
WYmw = g(x)fW (4.4) 
It is known (cf. [22, Chap. 9, Sect. 51) that each representational of C*(G, X) 
on a separable Hilbert space JF is isomorphic to a direct sum Lym 0 CF=, L, 
where the quasi-invariant measures p,,$ are pairwise disjoint, and dim #vi = it 
furthermore the yi are uniquely determined up to equivalence of cocycles 
(cf. [22, p. 271). 
Now let (G, X), (H, Y) b e second countable transformation groups satisfying 
the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, and let y  be an (H, Y)-cocycle. We may assume 
that the cross section 01 is actually a Bore1 map. Then the map p: G/H x Y + X 
defined by p(sH, y) = OI(S)Y is a bijective Bore1 map, and so by well-known 
facts about standard Bore1 spaces is actually a Bore1 isomorphism. Since Y 
is a closed subset of X, we can view L, as a representation of C*(H, X) and 
thus form the induced representation I, of C*(G, X). By Remark 2.5 we can 
describe L as the integrated form of a certain covariant representation (V, M) 
of (G, C,(X)) on L2(G/H, L2(Y, &’ y, pV), p). The latter space is naturally 
isomorphic to L2(G/H x Y, Zy, p x p,) and so to L’(X, Z7, v) where v  is 
the image of p x p,, under p. Since 
rp(sH, y) = m(s) y = a(n)(a(rs)-l ra(s))y 
= +)(P(rs) B(Wy) = ~(nf-6 ,@s) B(s)-‘y) 
for any Y E G, Y is G-quasi-invariant, and in fact one easily computes that 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative pr (=dv(rp’.)/dv( .)) satisfies 
P?.(4 = My) o&t+4 BW’) P;(s)8(7-1s)-1tY) 
where (say) = p-l(x). 
(4.5) 
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Given f  E L2(G/H, L2( Y, xy)), th e corresponding element f  of L”(X, 3.) 
satisfies 
(f(W)(Y) = JMW. 
By (2.6), (4.3), and (4.5) we have (setting S,., == &‘(Y) LI;;~“(/~(s) /3(r ~‘s))‘) 
and (sH, y) == p-‘(x)) 
= (pr(a(s)y)y2 y(&,,s > -GY) .w+ 
Similarly, for any g E C,(X) we have 
(m) = A&~(@g).f(sH)(y) == g(ol(s)y) j(cr(s)y) =~= g(x) f(x). 
It follows that the isomorphism j++f transports (I’, M) to (LG. Jwi), where 
9 is the (G, X)-cocycle with tag -z V, ZP == J?$ , and 
?(r, y-lx) = rws 3 GY) (where s =: LY(S)JJ), 
i.e. (substitute r.~ 1 p(rsH, A,,,.,??) for x), 
Y(Y, x) = @(z-s) /3(s)-l, y) (where (sH, J) z-= p-‘(x)). (4.6) 
The fact that 7 satisfies the cocycle identities follows from the proof of [22, 
Theorem 9.1 l] (or may be verified directly). 
We ha\Te shown that the representation of C”(H, I’) defined by y  induces 
to the representation of C*(G, X) defined by 7. The fact that the inducing 
process gives rise to an equivalence between the categories of x-representations 
of C*(H, Y) and C*(G, X) (which in turn is a consequence of the fact that 
the bimodule for the inducing process is an imprimitivity bimodule-- cf. 
[I 5, 6.231) together with the earlier mentioned fact about decomposition 
of arbitrary representations into direct sums of cocycie representations, are 
now easily seen to imply 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (G, X), (H, Y) b e second countable transformation groups 
satisfyipzg the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. The map y  i--t f  qf (4.6) induces a 
bijection between the sets of equivalence classes of (H, Y)-coc?xles and (G, X)- 
cocycles. Furthermore L, is irreducible if and only {f Id9 is. 
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Of course one may replace “irreducible” in the above theorem by any other 
property of representations which is preserved by induction via an imprimitivity 
bimodule-e.g., that of being a factor representation, CCR, GCR, normal, 
or Type I (or II or III). 
The above theorems apply to two constructions which arise in ergodic 
theory. Let first (H, Y) be a locally compact transformation group; then the 
Poincare suspension of (H, Y) (cf. [l I]) is the transformation group (G, G xH Y) 
where G xH Y is the orbit space (G x Y)/H under the action 
t(s, Y) = (St-‘, tr) (tcH, seG,y~ Y) 
and where G acts by 
([r, y] denoting the H-orbit of (Y, 31)). The map x: G xH Y --) G/H, ~([r, y]) = 
rH is continuous and G-equivariant. Furthermore it is easy to see that y  H [e, y] 
gives an H-equivariant homeomorphism of Y onto rr-l(eH), and [s, y] = 
a(s)@(s), y] = o~(s)[e, p(s)y]. The preceding theorems thus imply 
COROLLARY 4.8. (a) C*(G, G xH Y) g C*(H, Y) @I .X(L*(G/H)). 
(b) 1f G and Y are second countable, the map y  H f, where f(r, [s, y]) = 
r@(rs) p(s)-l, /3(s)y), A$ = .Xy , and p? is the image of p x p, under (sH, y) F+ 
[W(S), y], induces a bijection between the sets of equivalence classes of (H, Y)- 
cocycles and (G, G x H Y)- cot c es. y  1 This bijection preserves irreducibility. 
Remark 4.9. If  y  in part (b) of the above corollary is “trivial’‘-i.e., 
y(t, y) E 1 and q, = C-then so is 7, and L, is irreducible if and only if the 
H-quasi-invariant measure CL,, is H-ergodic. So the assertion of part (b) in 
this situation amounts to the well-known facts that all G-invariant measure 
classes on G x H Y contain representatives of the form y  , and that p? is ergodic 
if and only if pv is. jl! 
Remark 4.10. If  we take G = R, H = Z, then (G, G xH Y) is isomorphic 
to what is known classically as “the flow built under a constant function on Y.” 
One particular area of application of the above corollary in this case is to the 
study of analyticity on Bohr groups. (See the introduction to [I] for references.) 
By definition, a Bohr group is a second countable compact Abelian group B 
equipped with a faithful continuous homomorphism h: R + B having dense 
range. It turns out to be of interest to study representations of the covariant 
system (R, C,(B)) where the action of R on B is given by tb = h(t)b. Now 
one sees easily from the Pontrjagin theory that the closure K of h(Z) satisfies 
K/z(R) = B, K n h(R) = h(Z). It follows easily that the map (Y, k) s h(r)k 
of R x K onto B induces an isomorphism of R x z K with B preserving 
the R-action; so the above corollary allows us to reduce the study of repre- 
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sentations of (R, C,(B)) to those of (Z, C,(K)) (which are in general easier 
to deal with because of the discreteness of Z). One may easily verify that, given 
a (Z, K)-cocycle y, the (R, B)-cocycle constructed by means of the above 
corollary is just the same as the “Gamelin cocycle” constructed in [l, p. 2951. 
Thus part (b) of the corollary implies the main result (Theorem 4.4) of [I], and 
in fact can be considered to be a substantial generalization of that result. (The 
methods of [I] make use of the dual groups of K and B, and so do not appl! 
to general PoincarC suspensions; furthermore they appear to involve con- 
siderably more computation than ours.) Note further that our corollary implies 
the result (asserted, but not proved, in [l]) that 7, is irreducible if and onI\ 
if its Gamelin extension is. 
The second construction to which the corollary applies appears in a recent 
paper of Zimmer [23]. Namely, let (G, X) b e a locally compact transformation 
grouts and let ,%! = G/H x X with the diagonal G-action: u(sH, .Y) 
(UN, Y.Y). The projection n of X onto the first factor is continuous and G- 
equrvariant; furthermore x r) (eH, .z) gives an H-equivariant homeomorphism 
of X onto v  ~r((eH]). Thus we deduce from Theorems 4. I and 4.7. 
(‘OROLLARY 4. 1 1 . (a) C*(G, G/H >< X) 2 C*(H: X) .‘a.iY‘(L’(G!‘H)). 
(b) If G and X are second countable, the map y  - f ,  where r(r, (sH, x)) 
y(P(rs) p(s)ml, ol(s)~~x), xP == Sy , and pP is the image ofp x pv under (sH, x) -. 
(sH, OI(S)X), induces a bijection between the sets of equivalence classes of (H, S)- 
rocyrles and (G, G/H >< X)-cocycles. This bijection preseraes irreducibilitv. 
Note that C*(G, G/H i< X) g C*(G, C,.(G/H) (2 C,(X)) is just the 
imprimitivity algebra for the C*(H, X) - C*(G, Xj induction process. so 
part (a) above actually is a special case of Corollary 2.X. 
Note also that part (b) asserts in particular (the case of trivial y) that an 
H-quasi-invariant measure II on X is H-ergodic if and only if the image of 
EL r: v  under (sH, x) i-, (sH, a[(s)x) is G- ergodic. TVhen v  is G-quasi-invariant. 
the image measure is equivalent to p x V, so the above corollary in fact generalizes 
[23, Theorem 4.21. (The latter result is actually stated for arbitrary standard 
Horel transformation groups (G, X). but by a result of 1.aradarajan [22, 
Theorem 8.71 -which in fact is used in the proof of [23, 4.21 --one can assum<. 
that (G, .Y) is a locally compact transformation group.) 
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